A general calculational method is proposed to investigate the response of an electron residing in a one-dimensional potential well to an intense laser field. The numerical technique is based upon a psuedospectral solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation and is capable of incorporating the spatial and temporal aspects of the electromagnetic field. The intensity and frequency dependence of the ionisation rate along with the ejected-photoelectron spectrum are calculated for a one-dimensional cut-off harmonicoscillator potential well.
Introduction
Stimulated by the ongoing experimental investigation of isolated atomic systems in intense laser fields (Kruit et a1 1983 , Luk et a1 1985 , Lompre et a1 1985 , many theoretical models have been proposed which examine different aspects of the particlefield interaction (Lambropolous 1985 , Lambropolous and Smith 1985 , L'Huillier et a1 1986 . Earlier work on time-dependent solutions to the Schrodinger equation for a particle in a semiclassical photon field has been constrained by the choice of numerical technique. One general approach, for example, which uses an integral equation formalism (Geltman 1977 , Shakeshaft 1983 , is limited by simplifying choices for the interaction potential and the necessity of assuming that the photon field is a perfect step function in time, i.e. no temporal (non-periodic) shape of a pulse can be readily considered within this formalism. This latter limitation is shared by time-independent Floquet analyses (Chu 1978, Muller and Tip 1984) , which necessarily assume periodicity in the Hamiltonian function. In general, the difficulties experienced by all of these techniques are due to the difficulty of calculating the spatial matrix elements of a general potential, the choice of an initial state for the solution when the non-periodic temporal characteristics are important, the inapplicability of Floquet analysis and the convergence of a series expansion in terms of some small parameter.
In the following work, a general method is advanced which avoids all of these shortcomings. Additionally, this method is capable of incorporating many of the experimentally relevant, but theoretically intractable, quantities such as the temporal and spatial variation of the laser field. Likewise, it is not necessary to consider special limiting cases of high or low intensities, or large or small frequencies, in the analysis.
The approach taken in this work is to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the motion of a particle in a one-dimensional well in the presence of a time varying vector potential which describes the semiclassical electromagnetic field. This methodology permits the facile calculation of ionisation rates, time-averaged photoelectron peaks and various projections onto the stationary bound states of the system. In the following section the essential background for the solution of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation will be described, details of the specific model and its solution will be given in § 3, results of the calculations will be presented in Q 4 and the paper will conclude with a brief discussion of the limitations and possible extensions of this work.
Mathematical background
The essential idea behind the current approach is to solve the time-dependent Schrodinger equation directly without resorting to the usual basis state or Floquet expansion (Chu 1985) . This technique is essentially complementary to these more standard methods since the continuum contribution is readily handled; however, the asymptotic analysis of the resulting time evolving wavefunction is more difficult.
The one-dimensional Hamiltonian chosen for this work is the usual non-relativistic description of a particle of mass m and charge +e in a static well of potential V(x), subjected to the time-and space-dependent electromagnetic vector potential field A(x, t ) . With these assumptions, the Schrodinger equation is given by
The pA gauge and atomic units were selected for all the calculations performed.
The inherent difficulty of solving this partial differential equation is approached by the application of a psuedospectral, or fast Fourier transform (FFT) , method for the spatial derivatives while retaining a simple explicit differencing scheme, or exponentiation (split-operator technique), for the time propagation. This method has been usefully employed in several other physical applications ranging from stationarystate evaluation to desorption and scattering from crystalline surfaces (Feit et a1 1982 , Tal-Ezer and Kosloff 1984 , Kosloff and Cerjan 1984 . This technique appears to be well suited for the examination of explicitly time-dependent Hamiltonian functions with few restrictions on the nature of those interactions.
Briefly, the method proceeds as follows. First, the Fourier transform of a wavefunction defined over a spatial grid at a specified time is taken; then this transform is multiplied by a power of ik; finally, the inverse Fourier transform of this product is evaluated. This process is summarised in the identity ifi(acp/at)(x, t ) = (fi2/2m)hJ -e/cA(x, tH2cp(X, t ) + V(X)cp(X, t ) .
which is valid if the function cp(x, t ) vanishes on the grid boundary. In this way, a global representation of the spatial derivative is obtained on the grid. The remainder of the calculation is straightforward since the potential operator is strictly multiplicative in this representation. The time evolution is provided by a simple two-point differencing scheme.
Expanding the full Hamiltonian function of equation (1) within the coordinate representation yields the equation
In general, the vector potential A ( x , t ) contains the spatial and temporal characteristics of the laser field and the inclusion of these features presents no difficulty for the psuedospectral technique. The spatial dependence of the vector field will be discussed in more detail later, but for the purposes of the present discussion, this is an unnecessarily general form since the photon frequencies considered here satisfy the usual conditions for the validity of the dipole approximation, A ( x , t ) = A,( t ) cos(w,t), where wp is the photon frequency. The temporal shape of the pulse is incorporated by specifying a suitable functional form for A,( t ) .
The static potential V ( x ) is similarly allowed to be quite general provided that it decays sufficiently fast at the boundary of the region. For the applications given below, this potential was chosen to be a cut-off harmonic oscillator where i x , is ( 2 V o / m ) " * / w , to ensure continuity at x = * x , . This model form has the advantage of having its stationary states close to the infinite harmonic well eigenstates and yet it permits photoionisation. There is no fundamental reason, though, for this preference since other forms, such as a finite square well or Eckart potential, produce qualitatively similar effects for similar parameter choices.
To summarise, this technique is applied in the following steps. Specific forms are chosen for A ( x , t ) and V ( x ) in equation (3) and these functions are evaluated on a suitable grid. A zero-time wavefunction-the initial state-is constructed on the grid. The spatial derivatives in equation (3) are evaluated by the procedure indicated in equation ( 2 ) at a specific time. Propagation in time is given by a two-point differencing formula controlled by a stable choice of time step so that the ( n + 1)th time step is given simply in terms of the nth step. The time propagation is repeated for the duration of the physical interaction. The steps followed here are discussed in more detail in a previous work (Kosloff and Kosloff 1983) .
Computational details
The particular choices of the various terms in 0 2 determine the model problem. For the first set of applications, the dipole approximation is employed with a hyperbolictangent initialisation function for the laser pulse. That is,
A ( x , t ) = A ( t ) cos(w,t)
= A o tanh(w,t/a) cos(wpt)
where a is adjusted to produce a field of maximum intensity A , after a specified number of field cycles. Typically, U = 2057. In principle, the laser field should also be terminated slowly but the timescales in these model calculations are so short that no physically realisable pulse would be decreasing in this time interval.
The static-potential parameters were selected to simulate two bound states in the Xe atom. That is, the cut-off harmonic well supports two eigenstates separated by 8.3 eV ( w e = 0.3056 Hartree) with a total well depth of 16.3 eV ( V, = 0.59857 Hartree). The particle is chosen to be an electron ( m = 1) initially in the ground state. The energies and zero-field stationary-state wavefunctions are readily calculated by propagating an initial guess for the wavefunction in imaginary time. This technique produces wavefunctions which are numerically consistent in the sense that they have the same accuracy on the spatial grid as the real-time propagation.
The final important step in the calculation is the analysis of the fully evolved wavefunction. As mentioned above, purely time-dependent techniques must confront the difficulty of projecting the propagated asymptotic wavefunction onto the known outgoing channels in order to perform an energy or momentum analysis. In the present case, these outgoing waves are a superposition of the so-called Volkov states which describe an electron propagating solely in the presence of an electromagnetic field (Rosenberg 1982) :
I
This analysis is performed by choosing a region of the grid which has only outgoing waves and then determining the k-labelled coefficients a(k, t ) by a spatial Fourier transformation of the propagated wavefunction on this isolated section of the grid. Each of these coefficients is stored at each time step.
A technical difficulty remains since the dipole approximation does not allow any spatial dependence of the laser field, yet any experiment performed will have the detector outside the laser field. The analysis outlined above assumes, in essence, that the detector is inside the field region, i.e. that the photoelectron spectrum depends explicitly upon time. There are at least two ways to address this problem: one is to average the projected wavefunction over the entire time interval of the propagation; another is to introduce some spatial variation into the vector potential and then analyse the asymptotic wavefunction in the potential-field-free region. The first method is used in the results presented below. The second of these two methods might not be a consistent procedure since other equally important terms from quantum electrodynamics have been neglected (Knight 1986 ). Nonetheless, the results of a few runs with a spatially dependent field coincided with the time averaging method.
The time averaging of the coefficients u ( k , t ) corresponds physically to a detector collecting the ejected-photoelectron wavepacket for a specified length of time and then averaging the results. This method has already been used in other circumstances to compensate for the neglect of the spatial extent of the vector potential (Kroll and Watson 1973 ).
An attenuating function must be used on the edges of the grid to ensure that the total wavefunction does indeed vanish at the boundary (as required in equation ( 2 ) ) (Kosloff and Cerjan 1984) . The propagated wavefunction eventually fills the chosen grid over the time intervals of interest so that it is necessary to remove the extraneous asymptotic part of the wavefunction. The position and functional form of the attenuating function does not appear to be critical so long as it is sufficiently removed from the regions of physical interest and no reflections are permitted (the attenuation is not large enough). As the calculation proceeds, the normalisation of the propagated wavefunction decreases with time as the wavefunction reaches the boundary. By monitoring this change as a function of time, the ionisation rate can be calculated.
Since the zero-field stationary states are readily calculated, it is straightforward to evaluate the projections of the evolving wavefunction on these states. These quantities indicate the relative importance of different mechanisms for ionisation-either directly from the ground state or by intermediate excitation to the higher lying bound state. In the presence of the laser field, these states are greatly modified, but projections onto them do yield some insight into the deviation of the system from adiabatic conditions. In summary, the methodology is to first calculate the zero-field stationary states in the static well; the initial state is chosen to be the ground state of the system, which is then propagated by using the psuedospectral algorithm with explicit time differencing in the presence of the time varying fields; finally, the wavefunction is collected at the edge of the spatial grid and analysed to obtain the ionisation rate and various projections.
Results
The techniques described above were used to investigate the frequency and intensity dependence of the ionisation rates and ejected-photoelectron spectra. Table 1 gives the values of the numerical constants chosen for the spatial grid and time step. The asymptotic analysis was performed using Nan points in a region starting at *50 a,. As will be seen, this choice of analysis points does not provide high-energy resolution in the spectra but it is sufficient to demonstrate the overall features of the interaction. The numerical constants were selected to provide a balance between accuracy and computational speed. Further refinement of the grid and time step was tested at high intensity and does not qualitatively change the results. frequency ionisation process while it contributes much more to the lower frequency process. These same effects persist for the other intensities examined. The normalisation changes fit an exponential form reasonably well and a one-parameter fit to the time decay was chosen as the predicted decay rate. Table 2 summarises the ionisation rates as a function of the frequency and intensity of the applied field. Saturation of the ionisation transition has occurred for all intensities and the dependence is not a simple scaling or power law dependence. In fact, the rates for the two-photon ionisation process are almost insensitive to variation in the intensity greater than a factor of ten.
Figures 1( e ) -( f ) and 2( e ) -( f ) depict the calculated ejected-photoelectron spectra as a function of either momentum or energy. The absence of negative-momentum peaks in the positive outgoing direction indicates that no numerical contamination of the asymptotic analysis occurred. As mentioned above, the energy resolution is insufficient to locate the positions of the peaks with a high degree of accuracy. It is sufficient, nonetheless, to display the separate photon absorption peaks and their relative intensities. There is a clear difference again in the two cases: a large multiplicity of peaks is seen for the lower frequency.
A summary of the ejected-photoelectron peaks as a function of energy and intensity is given in table 3. The number of peaks observed increases as the intensity increases for a fixed frequency and as the photon frequency decreases for a fixed intensity. These results indicate that multiphoton processes beyond those needed for ionisation become more probable at higher intensities. Within the numerical uncertainty of the calculation, the peaks are separated by single-photon processes. Also, no peak suppression is observed in any of the cases (Kruit et al 1983) .
In order to demonstrate the generality of the technique, a spatial dependence was introduced into the vector potential of the form (7) A(x, t ) = 2A( t ) cos(w,t)/[ 1 + exp( ax')]. The only substantive change in the previous calculations was the inclusion of a single derivative term ( n =' 1 in equation ( 2 ) ) . Since this inclusion necessitates two more FFT operations per cycle, the running time increases by about a factor of two. Table 4 contains the results of the spatial dependence at l O I 4 W cm-' for the two photon frequencies and a = 0.002. Neither the ionisation rates nor photoelectron spectra change dramatically.
As a final test of the results, the number of field cycles used to turn the laser field on was increased tenfold so that a in equation (5) was equal to 2007~. One calculation was performed for the case where w, =O.236 Hartree and the intensity was equal to 1 x 1014 W cm-'. The ionisation rate and the photoelectron spectrum did not change. 
Discussion
The intensity and frequency dependence of the ejected-photoelectron spectra are not adequately described by simple first-order perturbation theory. Most treatments of photoionisation produce an expression for the transition probability w which has the general form (Reiss 1980 , Keldysh 1964 )
where Eb is the energy of the bound state, p = ( A , /~c ) , and the function f(n, U , k ) is a slowly varying function of its arguments. Thus, the major features of the ionisation process are controlled by the delta function and Bessel function factors. Using the fixed-order, small-argument approximation for the integral-order Bessel function and the relevant values for the cases considered above, equation (8) A comparison of the linearly forced harmonic oscillator is also useful as a corroborative test of the adiabaticity of the system. That is, by calculating the time-dependent transition probability from the ground to first excited state and comparing it with the projections in figures 1 and 2 , it is clear that the bound particle is held briefly by the harmonic restoring force for the high-frequency case with little population of the zero-field first excited state. The opposite situation holds for the low-frequency case, which shows a behaviour similar to the full harmonic oscillator results. The exact probability is shown in figure 3 (calculated following Pechukas and Light 1966) for w,=O.118 Hartree and l O I 4 Wcm-2. The temporal initialisation was chosen to be linear for 10 cycles of the field for computational convenience. These comparisons indicate that the approach of the system to full ionisation is qualitatively different for different frequencies even at large field intensities. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate a general computational approach to the investigation of photon-particle interactions within the context of a onedimensional-model problem. This technique provides a natural way to incorporate several experimentally relevant features of these interactions and to reach a natural interpretation of the results obtained. The major limitations of the method are the number of spatial-grid points necessary and the size of the time step. As the cases outlined earlier show, the spreading of the wavefunction and the asymptotic analysis require a large number of grid points for the resolution of the photoelectron spectra. The memory and time requirements become prohibitive if too fine a resolution is demanded. The time step is essentially determined from numerical stability considerations, which can become quite severe if the grid spacing is small or the wavepacket evolves very slowly. For example, for low-frequency photons and low-intensity fields, the wavepacket propagates so slowly that very large amounts of computer time are necessary to complete the calculation. In the results presented here, both of these limitations were present.
Finally, it should also be emphasised that the one-dimensional model considered here has limited applicability to experimental observation. First, the restriction to one dimension is an impossible situation for an electromagnetic wave interacting with matter since the field and its direction of propagation cannot lie along the same axis. Obviously angular distributions and geometric (solid-angle) effects cannot be included.
The extension of the one-dimensional results to higher dimensions is straightforward for potentials of limited spatial extent without singularities-for example, a cut-off C Cerjan and R KoslofJ harmonic oscillator in three dimensions. The important case of the Coulomb potential requires an exponential mesh and the use of Hankel transforms, which is an extension of the technique presented here.
Another, more serious, limitation of the present model is that it is strictly a one-particle model, i.e. electron correlation or many-body effects are not included. It is also important to assess the effect of changing the potential to a Coulombic force, even for the electron model studies. However, the overall qualitative effects of the intensity and frequency dependence of the particle motion should serve as a guide to the behaviour of particles in more realistic situations. Techniques such as the one above or similar (Kulander 1987) show promise for extension into the domain of complex, three-dimensional interactions.
